Un/Archiving Post/Industry
Summer School/Residency
Pokrovsk Historical Museum (Pokrovsk)
Centre for Urban History (Lviv)
University of St Andrews (UK)

July 20, Tuesday
14-00 - meeting (Pokrovsk Historical Museum, Evropeyska St., 22)
Covid-19 testing
Welcoming words from the Department of Culture of the Pokrovsk Municipality
Getting to know each other: 10-minute introductions of the participants
16:30 – 17:00 – coffee break
17-00 Serhii Lukovenko, City tour: architectural landmarks, public spaces, cultural institutions
19-00 – buffet reception (Shashlychnyi Rai, Prokofieva St., 124) Ice breaking session

July 21, Wednesday
9-30 – 11:00 Victoria Donovan, Archive Fever in Pandemic Times (Sobornyi park)
11-00 – 11:30 break
11:30 – 13:00 Iryna Sklokina: Industrial Cities' Photos and Videos, their Owners, Users and People Featured: Incorporating to Collections (Sobornyi park)
13-00 – lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto» (148 Tsentralna St.)
14:00 – 'diving into the archive' session. Group discussion (Pokrovsk Historical Museum)
17:00 – 18-00 Angelina Rozhkova and Olesia Kashyvska: museum tour

July 22, Thursday
9:30 – 11:00 Oleksandr Makhanets: Soviet Film Amateurship (Sobornyi park)
11:00 – 11:30 break
11:30 – 13:00 Angelina Rozhkova: guided tour to the museum of the Pokrovske Mining Enterprise (Palace of Culture, 1 Shibankova sq.)
13:00 – 14:00 lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto»
14-00 -17:00 reflection session: what is the role of photo and video in museum and exhibition projects in Pokrovsk? Working on the projects (Sobornyi Park)
17:00- 18:30 Film screening: amateur films from Lvivcenter Media Archive and their 'second life'. Presented by Oleksandr Makhanets
July 23, Friday

9:30 – 11:00 Victoria Donovan and Stefhan Caddick, Slag, Bing, Sump: Creative engagements with post-industrial heritage in the UK (Soborny Park)

11:00 – 11:30 break

11:30 – 13:00 Irina Glik, The Ethics of Working with Archival Collections in a Digital Environment (museum)

13:00 – 14:00 lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto»

14:00 – Working on the projects

17:00 - 18:00 Viktoria Grivina, Mythology of the City and Media. Animation shorts about Kharkiv

July, 24, Saturday

9:30 – 11:00 Daryna Skrynnyk-Myska, Archival/Historical Audiovisual Materials and Films in Contemporary Art (Soborny park)

11:00 – 11:30 break

11:30 – 13:00 Kateryna Filonova: Family Photos and Family Stories (meeting the owner of a family archive) (Soborny park)

13:00 – 14:00 lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto»

14:00 - 17:00 Working on the projects

17:00 – 18:00 self-presentation: Olena Martynchuk and Anna Pylypiuk/Volodymyr Shypotnykov: Soviet-era Family Archives

July, 25, Sunday

- Practical task: observing in an urban environment and comparing observations to the digitized photo and video images of Pokrovsk: park, market, square, church.
- A trip to Myronohrad: 20:00 video performance presentation at the TeplAtrasa open air space: Roman Khimey and Yarema Malashchuk, “So They Won’t Say We Don’t Remember”. Moderator: Dmytro Chepurnyi

July, 26, Monday

9:30 – 11:00 presentation/discussion of the practical task. Provisional results of the project work, Q&A.

11:00-11:30 break

11:30 – 13:00 Clemens Poole. Self-presentation: Sourcing the Unreliable

13:00 – 14:00 lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto»

14:00 – 16:30 Working on the projects

16:30 Talk: Unofficial Photos of Creative Circles: From Lviv to Sloviansk via Social Media. Anastasia Kholyavka on the Facebook group ‘Unforgettable 90s. - photographs by Vil Furgalo’ and Kost Bialik ‘SALOviansk Underground’ - visual and audio archives of Sloviansk rock bands (meeting the participant).
**July, 27, Tuesday**

9:30 – 11:00 Iryna Sklokina, Dmytro Bilko. In Search of Presence: The Theme of Ecology and Environment in the Soviet Archival Collections

11:00 – 11:30 break

11:30 – 13:00 Anna Bahachenko, The Sea and The Plant in Photos and Videos of Mariupol.

13:00 – 14:00 lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto»

14:00 Working on the projects

18:00 - A visit to the Pokrovsk Youth Hub in Donetsk Technical University and film screening:

- Film Amateur Movement in Mariupol. Presented by Anna Bahachenko
- Eco-theme in contemporary video art. Presented by Elias Parvulesko

(takaway pizza from «Simja» cafe 😊)

---

**July 28, Wednesday**

9:30 – 11:00 Self-presentation: Tetyana Pavliuk/ Irena Tyshchenko and Oleksandr Kuchynskyi. Images of Donbas: imaginary and everyday landscapes

11:30 – 13:00 Working on the projects

13:00 – 14:00 lunch break, cafe «Stare Misto»

14:00 - 17:00 Working on the projects

17:00 – 18:30 Volodymyr Oros: Does/How independent civic and art initiatives change the life of monotowns? Meeting a civic activist, the founder of a civic organisation from Dopropillya.

---

**July, 29, Thursday**

Working on the projects

---

**July, 30, Friday**

9:30 – Pre-presentation session: sharing insights and challenges

Working on the projects

16:00 – public presentation of the projects (Sobornyi park)

19:00 joint dinner. Discussion of future cooperation

---

**July, 31, Saturday**

10:00 Project sustainability, discussing the future

Train ride with the local historian Pavlo Belytskyi (optional for those having a late departure)

Departure day